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About This Game

GET READY TO ENTER A NEW ERA OF PHYSICS PLATFORMING

Polyball is a modern take on classic ball rolling games such as Super Monkey Ball, Marble Madness, and Marble Blast - while
taking cues from games such as the Sonic series, Trackmania, and Mario Kart.

A BIT ABOUT POLYBALL

There's a lot to do in Polyball -- Challenge yourself or a friend to one of over 60 levels included in the initial release, with plans
for many more levels via DLC. If you've got some friends over and are looking for something to play, Polyball's splitscreen
multiplayer promises a good time. With classic modes like Battle and Trails, as well as a multiplayer version of the single-

player experience, Polyball promises to be a must-have party game.

CASUAL, COMPETITIVE, OR BOTH

With global leaderboards built right into the level select menu and pregame screen, you can see where you stand among the
worlds best and race against their ghosts. If you're more interested in beating your friends, check out the friends-only

leaderboards. Collecting shards during your single-player journey will unlock a vast array of customization options, from
different ball models to particle effects. This customization carries over into online multiplayer matches as well as your high-

score ghost, with local multiplayer having its own version of the customization system designed for split-screen play.
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FOR THE PEOPLE, BY THE PEOPLE

If you've mastered every challenge we put into the game, take a look at the Steam Workshop content to face a whole new set of
challenges. Community made content will bridge the gap between developer and player as well as provide a steady stream of

new content for you to experience. Steam Workshop gives the players a voice, allowing for the mechanics and level designs of
Polyball to stretch far beyond what we had initially put into the game. With a built-in level editor easily accessible from the

main menu creating content is a breeze, it even supports custom model and texture importing!

A BIT ABOUT US

The first full release from digital design practice Studio Monolith, Polyball is an experiment in low-poly visuals and open-ended
game design. Our approach with the project was to make the kind of game we used to play, something that had both casual

appeal and a limitless competitive ceiling. It was also a genre that we felt hasn't been adequately adapted to the modern world of
game design. Our vision was simple: build a game that's easy to pick up, hard to master, and fun both on and off screen.

FEATURES

 60+ levels and free DLC

 Powerful customization system

 Full controller support and keybinding

 Extensive multiplayer support - online/splitscreen

 Global/Friends Leaderboards

 Full soundtrack made by independent artists

 Steam Workshop

 Tuned mechanics and balanced levels based on community feedback

 Mac/Windows/Linux support

 Alternate language localization

 Ghosts

 Steam Cloud Saves

 Level editor with custom model support

 Stats display

 Achievements

MULTIPLAYER MODES

 Trails

 Battle

 Split-Screen + Online Story Mode
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 More modes coming soon!
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Title: Polyball
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
Studio Monolith
Publisher:
Studio Monolith
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo 2.0 GHz (or AMD equivalent)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800GT / ATI Radeon HD 3870 / Intel HD Graphics 4000

Storage: 8 GB available space

English,German,Russian,Finnish,Simplified Chinese,Italian,Turkish,Norwegian,Portuguese,Polish
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TEN OUTTA TEN

9/10. Very buggy online multiplayer experience. Didn't even test single player. As a child I spent endless hours playing marble
madness. Though I haven't played too far into this game, it's been a pleasure and I can't wait to see how much more difficult it
can become!

*Possible issue (debunked by dev) - Developer responded and user (being me) has confirmed resolution!

While on lunch I had time to sign in and check this, in doing so I realized the developer has already responded and their
suggestion was dead on accurate.

It's awesome seeing an active team both on their game and working with their community.. I thought this game would be just
like the old hamster ball you know?
but it ended up be racing game with a ball.
may be it's just my fault but I still think the level is not that fun and it is hard to control your ball.
graphic looks nice though.. I recommend this game only IF you love being challenged, this type of game doesnt have controls
tight enough but for amount of precise platforming it has later on. Still its very pretty, and going fast thru the levels is super fun,
although some levels are bland or just go on forever. Polyball is a pretty solid ball rolly kinda game. It has a couple big
problems, but I'd still recommend it.

Here's my video review.
https://youtu.be/rRP86nJzGhM. Pretty wierd game, I got this game in a bundle, but I wonder who literally just buy this game!
XD. Polyball actually has way more features than you expect when you start playing. This early access has so much to do when
you get down the physics and mechanics of how you roll around. Wehn I started I thought I was going to get another Super
Monkey Ball, but it's not that at all. The platforming works very nicely and you'll want to master it. The amount of freedom you
have to complete the courses is so fun to try and get your best time possible by taking untraditional turns and routes. Overall
super satisfied with this game can't wait for more content to come.
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Love this game. Been a fan of platforme style games and played super monkey ball a fair bit. Very enjoyable way to burn
through some hours and not notice. Very asthetically pleasing as well as challenging. Well worth the price.. I heavily recommend
this game. Most fun I've had in years.. Nice Updates. Keep em coming.. As a fan of Ball games, Polyball is up in my favourites.
Polyball is a lot like other ball games in the sense that you roll a ball around a maze-like or challenging environment to reach an
end goal but also gives more challenge with the Leaderboards, Medals, Ghosts and hidden collectables in each level.
The game has over 50 levels already, is still in Early Access, and the devs are open to feedback from the community which
means this game can only get better from here.
. Alright, so you may remember my review of Polyball and if you do, you may remember me not thinking very highly of it.
BUT! As I'm chatting with developer Teacoat, an update to Polyball was released and IT. FIXED. EVERYTHING! The menu's
been updated with a new and improved interface and none of the levels suffer a fatal framedrop upon loading. the gameplay is
now silky smooth and really dang fun, and now I can actually recommend this game because of it! It's still in early acces so more
is coming, but I've volunteered as a beta tester! Good work, TC. But with a bigger team, we can make this a quintisential game..
Best game, 20/10
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